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SLC POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
IN-HOME CAREGIVER PROGRAM 

 INTRODUCTION  

a.  The Aging Canadian Society 
A rapidly-aging population in Canada is signaling increased demand for senior care with 

inherent spiraling costs.  The youngest baby boomer will reach 65yo in 2030, at which time the 

demographic group 65+ will exceed 22% of the nation’s population, compared to 14% in 2016. 

The proportion of seniors is projected to double during the next 20 years from 5 million today; 

the proportion of seniors over age 85 will quadruple over the same period. (Globe and Mail 

December 23, 2016). The Canadian Medical Association projects that by 2026, 2.4 million 

Canadians will need some form of continuing care, a 71% increase from 2011.  

 

A 2015 Business Council of BC report, noted that the population in the province aged “65 and 

over is growing at four times the rate of the number of working-aged people (25-64) – an 

extraordinary and unprecedented development”. It also projected that “the Okanagan-

Similkameen (Penticton, Osoyoos, Summerland and Oliver) will have more than 82 people age 

65 and up for every 100 working-age persons by 2030.” It becomes self-evident that in 

geographic areas such as this, doing a job search to recruit live-in caregivers is a futile exercise 

and will serve little purpose other than to cause undue suffering for the client and the client’s 

family.  

 

b. A Growing Shortage of Canadian Health Care Workers 
Marilyn, who lives on Vancouver Island, is representative of a growing number of seniors on 

the Island who are unable to obtain necessary live-in care givers.  She is 61 yo, suffers acute 

MS and is wheelchair dependent. Marilyn’s live-in caregiver of 4 years, prior to 2014, found 

new employment after receiving her Permanent Residency (PR). Since 2014, Marilyn has been 

unable to find a qualified live-in caregiver; has had three applications rejected.  On January 1, 

2017, Marilyn was moved to a respite centre and subsequently admitted to hospital.  She faces 

an uncertain future, without her husband’s presence and companionship after 41 years of 

marriage. Read her story, in her own words; Appendix A: “When Applications Fail: Marilyn’s Story”. 

 

Media articles on the personal circumstances of Canadians point to the need to re-think elder 

care. ( Appendix B).  Other articles reinforce the caregiver shortage in Canada: (Appendix C) 
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CANADAS’ CAREGIVER RESPONSE 

 

c. Why is an In-Home Caregiver Program Important? 
For decades, live-in caregivers provided persons with disabilities and increasingly seniors, a 

cost-effective solution for care in their homes, avoiding costly institutional options and 

reducing the implicit social costs of institutional care. An effective and well-managed live-in 

option ensures availability for intervention during the day and periodically, at night. Workforce 

shortages have led to increased need for recruitment of offshore caregivers to meet the growing 

demands from an aging population and a retiring healthcare workforce. In 1982, the Liberal 

government recognized this workforce adjustment need by establishing the Live-In Caregiver 

Program (LCP) to expedite issuing of work permits that included a pathway to PR for offshore 

caregivers. 

  

 Live-in caregivers are a critical element of ‘Aging-in-Place’. Although there is significant 

evidence to support the value of Aging-in-Place, there currently exist few options for seniors to 

be cared for at home, even though this is the least expensive of the care options. There is an 

urgent need for affordable new health and homecare options to meet needs outside the already 

over-extended institutional healthcare system with its ballooning costs. Live-in caregivers are 

well-suited to clients who require companionship/supervision or medical assistance, such as 

early stage dementia, chronic degenerative diseases, or frail old-age.   

 

Changes made by the Conservative government in 2014, renamed the LCP program to In-Home 

Caregiver; shifted emphasis to ‘live-out’; and repositioned it within a revised TFWP. This 

increased the administrative complexity for sourcing caregivers from offshore, significantly 

increased costs, and virtually eliminated the possibility of application approvals for live-in 

arrangements. Additionally, processing times were significantly slowed and the cap that was 

placed on the number of PR applications to be processed annually created hardship for 

caregivers already in Canada.  

 

d. Consequences of the 2014 Policy Changes 

The restructured program is failing to provide timely solutions for those needing live-in 

caregivers. The 2014 policy changes increased processing times from weeks to months – a 

delay that poses an impediment for seniors whose personal care needs can develop quickly with 

the result that individuals who could be cared for at home are often admitted to hospitals where, 

on average, 15% of acute care hospital beds are occupied by seniors awaiting access to 

alternative care facilities.   

According to data from Employment and Social Development Canada’s Foreign Worker 

System, the number of new Labour Market Information Assessment (LMIA) applications 

received for registered nurses, licensed practical nurses (LPN), nurses-aids, homemakers, 

housekeepers, babysitters, nannies, etc declined from 2,887 during Q4/2014 to 2,578 during 

Q4/2015 and 2,570 during Q2/2016.  The number of LMIA applications processed declined 
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from 3,715 during Q4/2014 to 2,316 during Q4/2015 and 2,039 during Q2/2016.  Successful 

applications declined 45% from 3,421 during Q4/2014 to 1,957 during Q4/2015 and 1,699 

during Q2/2016.   The number of rejected applications increased from 7.5% during Q4/2014 to 

16% during Q4/2015 and 17% during Q2/2016.  Not only are fewer applications being 

processed, but more are being rejected, at significant cost to clients.   

Waiving the requirement for LMIAs for the 2% of applications of caregivers associated with 

seniors and the disabled would increase speed of processing without impacting the integrity of 

the program. Similar measures already apply to the issuing of work permits for other skill 

shortage categories.  

e. Characteristics of In-Home Caregiver Program 
The program is best-suited to circumstances requiring live-in extended care. Costs for 

employing a caregiver are generally covered by the client although in some provinces some 

financial assistance is available to qualified applicants. Approving work permits is essentially 

cost-neutral to government as the client covers the cost of passage, initial healthcare, and 

caregiver salary.  

 

f. Benefits of In-Home Caregiver Program 
There is significant cost savings when the number of seniors occupying acute care beds, 

awaiting placement in other institutions, is reduced. The personal and societal benefits are 

immeasurable when dignity and control are honoured by keeping the client in familiar environs 

surrounded by family and life-long memories. Medical observation points to a minimization of 

client decompensation when receiving at-home care versus institutional care. Both client and 

caregiver benefit from this relationship; the client receives care from a trusted, familiar carer, 

while the live-in caregiver benefits by having a support system to integrate into a new society 

and culture. A significant benefit to government of an effective in-home care program is to 

reduce the demand for acute care hospital beds.  

 

g. Living with Dignity  
Our live-in caregiver recommendations are based on values that withstand the cultural test of 

respect for elders and the disabled, which is, unfortunately, inherently deficient in an 

institutional “nursing care” model. We address the need for support options in a society where 

families can often be separated by thousands of miles and or even countries apart.  Offshore 

live-in caregivers allow for the dignity, control and quality of life that is the cornerstone of 

Aging-in-Place; surrounded by familiar friends, family and life-long memories.  

 Liberal Platform 2015 …(“We will also work with provinces and territories to develop a 

system of regulated companies to hire caregivers on behalf of families. This will make it 

simpler for families to hire caregivers, and protect caregivers by allowing caregivers to change 

employers in the cast of bad relations or abuse.”) 

Based on this Liberal 2015 Platform commitment, we understand the government may be 

considering a different business model to deliver the In-Home Caregiver program, in which it 
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seems, private agencies may become the employer of the caregiver providing services to the 

client on an hourly charge-out basis. While there is a need for such services, the higher cost to 

the client and the nature of a revolving door worker does not meet the test for quality of care, 

compassion and dignity we perceive for the client. We believe a “revolving door” is not an 

appropriate model for the longer term, intimate needs of this client group.  We consider the 

current practice of an employment contract directly between a client employer and an offshore 

caregiver to be a better option, although we support having regulated agencies to recruit, place 

and monitor.  Concerns over abuse of offshore live-in caregivers can be met by better oversight 

of the ongoing relationship between the client and caregiver, possibly through these third party 

agencies. 

The opportunity to come to Canada and earn money to support families at home, and to 

ultimately, gain citizenship, is highly-valued by offshore caregivers. However, we must not lose 

sight that what seems like a generous opportunity for PR is also matched by their significant 

commitment to leave country and family to fulfil our workforce shortages. Allowing PR for 

caregivers is not a system for queue jumping - it is first and foremost, a solution to a significant 

Canadian healthcare challenge.   

We believe our recommendations for timely access to offshore live-in caregivers is a viable 

option to meet a critical client-centered healthcare demand. 

COMMITMENT OF GOVERNMENT 

 

h. 2015 LPC Platform Commitments 

The 2015 Liberal platform recognised the value of an effective In-Home Caregiver program: 

A New Health Accord (page 12):  “As an immediate commitment, we will invest $3 billion 

over the next 4 years, to deliver more and better home care services for all Canadians.  This 

includes more access to high quality in-home care givers, financial supports for family care, 

and, when necessary, palliative care.” 

Quality of Service (page 48): “Busy Canadians deserve better service from their government.  

We will establish new performance standards, including streamlining applications, reducing 

wait times, and offering money-back guarantees.” 

Hiring Caregivers (page 63): “We will make it easier and more affordable for families to hire 

caregivers.  Canadian families looking for caregivers to help family members with physical or 

mental disabilities must pay a $1000 Labour Market Impact Assessment fee.  We will also 

work with provinces and territories to develop a system of regulated companies to hire 

caregivers on behalf of families.   This will make it simpler for families to hire caregivers, and 

protect caregivers by allowing caregivers to change employers in the cast of bad relations or 

abuse.” 
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i. 2016 Biennial Policy Resolution 
The “Palliative and Home Care” resolution approved during the 2016 Biennial Policy Plenary 

requests the government implement a national program of home and palliative care.  While the 

In-Home Caregiver program is not specifically mentioned, such a program is a critical 

component of an effective home and palliative care program. 

 

j. The Senior Liberals’ Commission Initiative 

The Senior Liberals’ Commission in BC (SLCBC) became aware in early 2016 of the 

shortcomings of the 2014 LCG policy changes. The SLCBC created a policy working group to 

better understand the issues within the In-Home Caregiver program from the client perspective 

and to develop specific recommendations for consideration by the federal government. 

(Appendix E: Members of the BCSLC In-Home Caregiver Policy Working Group). 

 

k. The House of Commons Standing Committee Report on the TFWP 
In September 2016, the House of Commons Standing Committee for Human Resources, Skills 

and Social Development and the Status of Persons with Disabilities released their report with 

recommendations to enhance the TFWP.  The committee received a number of depositions 

from several witnesses familiar with the In-Home Caregiver program. However, the final report 

was largely silent on the In-Home Caregiver program and fell short of addressing our 

intervenors concerns.  We would welcome consideration of our report in the government’s 

response to the recommendations of the Standing Committee. 

  

 RECOMMENDATIONS 
WE ASK THAT THE GOVERNMENT:  

1. Remove the ‘In-Home Caregiver’ program from the complex rules and procedures 

associated with the Temporary Foreign Worker Program (TFWP)  

Specifically, we recommend that:  

i) Remove the In-Home Caregiver program from TFWP - The In-Home Caregiver program 

should immediately be removed from the TFWP and the application requirements to 

source offshore caregivers simplified.  

 

ii) Reduce high application fees - The application fee for an LMIA be eliminated consistent 

with the government’s 2015 platform commitment (“…must pay a $1000 Labour Market 

Impact Assessment fee.  We will eliminate that fee.”) which we understand to mean 

there will be no processing fee for caregiver applications.   Should the government decide 

a reduced application fee be applied, we recommend reimbursement of the fees to 

unsuccessful applicants consistent with the Liberal 2015 platform, (“We will establish 

new performance standards, including streamlining applications, reducing wait times, 

and offering money-back guarantees.”) 
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iii) Regulate Recruitment Agencies to identify, place and monitor services to clients and 

caregivers ( Appendix D).  We noted, in section “g. Living with Dignity”, that we do not 

know the Government’s intention in relation to its 2015 election platform commitment to 

“work with provinces and territories to develop a system of regulated companies to hire 

caregivers on behalf of families.” However, we totally support the principles under the 

current guidelines that state that an employer of an in-home caregiver does not need to 

use a third party consultant to make a successful LMIA application. Should the client 

choose to use a third party consultant, such consultants should be adequately regulated 

with appropriate criteria established by the Government of Canada to ensure the quality 

of the services provided. The government might also add a requirement that such 

consultants continue to monitor the relationship between the client and caregiver to 

ensure that the terms of the employment contract are being met.  Use of a third party 

consultant such as an immigration consultant should not create any perception of a bias 

toward a successful decision. 

 

iv) Keep the program affordable; with direct client/caregiver employment contracts. We 

strongly believe that the current practice of direct client/offshore live-in caregiver 

employment contracts effectively serves both parties’ interests.  The client becomes the 

employer, entering into a direct contract with the caregiver. Integral to our 

recommendation is that the employment contract remains between the client and the 

offshore live-in caregiver. Maintaining the current relationship between client and 

caregiver is central this recommendation.  

 

v) Ensure client and caregiver understand rights and responsibilities under Canadian law. 

Regulated Recruitment Agencies should be trained and mandated to assist with the 

contract negotiations to ensure both the client and the caregiver understand their rights 

and responsibilities with respect to Canadian law, including provincial employment 

standards.  

 

vi) Compensation for an offshore live-in care giver should be based on an hourly wage 

reduced by a deemed value of room and board as set by provincial governments, thereby 

making the program more attainable and affordable to seniors and disabled adult clients.   

 

vii) Waive the requirement for LMIA in areas with historic skill shortages to expedite timely 

processing. In historic areas of skills shortage, the need for LMIA be waived, enabling 

timely processing of offshore workers; timeliness is of the essence for interventions in 

senior care. The government should consider adding live-in caregivers for seniors and 

adults with disabilities to the Skills Shortage List. 

 

viii) Consider live-in or live-out as equitable options for client and caregiver. Although our 

recommendations highlight the need for live-in caregivers, we appreciate there may be 

circumstances where client and caregiver agree that live-out arrangements are consistent 

with the care needs of the client.  Approvals of applications should not have a pre-

determined bias.  

 

2. Develop program policy to reflect the unique needs of the client group  

Timeliness and consistency are critical in placing in-home caregivers with a senior and/or 

disabled population.  Affordable, rapid processing of applications devoid of unwieldly 

bureaucracy is paramount.  
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Specifically, we recommend that:  

i) Standards be established for speed of application processing, consistent with the 2015 

Liberal platform ( “Busy Canadians deserve better service from their government.  We 

will establish new performance standards, including streamlining applications, reducing 

wait times, and offering money-back guarantees.”) 

 

ii) Honour client dignity and unique needs by placement of a dedicated live-in caregiver. A 

dedicated caregiver is essential to the intimate relationship needed between client and 

caregiver versus the revolving door of changing caregivers, by shift and by day, normally 

the standard of delivery services through private and public homecare placement 

agencies. It assures optimal, personalized care and greater quality of life for the client.  

 

iii) Decentralized application and decision-making at local federal ministry offices is 

necessary for a client-centered, quick response service delivery. The 2014 policy changes 

centralized all decision-making in Toronto further delaying the processing times and 

effecting a disconnect between the decision-maker and the applicant. 

 

iv) Work Permits issued in a timely manner to allow for change of employers, subject to “just 

cause”. Work permits should be issued for the duration of the job offer, to a 2 year 

maximum, with renewals to the current 4 year and three month maximum prior to 

applying for PR. Should the relationship break down for extenuating reasons, the 

caregiver should be able to be placed with another employer as quickly as possible, 

which can occur when work permits are not attached to the employer but to the 

geographic area and sector. We support the House of Commons Report Recommendation 

14 to take… “immediate steps to eliminate the requirement for an employer-specific 

work permit; provided that it implement appropriate measures to ensure temporary 

foreign labour is only utilized within the existing provisions of the LMIA process, 

including sector and geographic restrictions”. We believe, however, that the rights of the 

client also need to be protected and would add to this recommendation the following 

point (v).  

 

v) Work Permits to protect the rights of the client. In recognition of the costs associated with 

bringing in a caregiver, and of the critical health needs of the client, a minimum duration 

of commitment on the part of the caregiver and of the client (potentially 3 months) should 

be required, unless there are extenuating circumstances, before the caregiver can apply 

for a new work permit with another employer. The LMIA should be waived for a 

replacement caregiver for the original client as long as the placement is in the same 

geographic area, thereby, speeding up the time it takes to replace the caregiver.  

 

  

3. Honour the 1982 commitment to permanent residency   

The Liberal promise for PR, made in 1982, is a cornerstone of the program and must be 

maintained.  Skilled personnel from third world countries are being recruited to meet a 

Canadian shortage. In the past, PR has taken upwards to 8 years, which is a significant 

hardship for uprooted families. Family reunification, as quickly as possible, serves to 

stabilize families and is reflective of Canadian and Liberal values. 
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 Specifically, we recommend that:  

i) Honouring the 1982 commitment for Permanent Residency. Remove the 2014 cap on 

processing for PR and clear the backlog as quickly as possible in keeping with the Liberal 

Platform on immigration (source Liberal Platform 2015) …(“Busy Canadians deserve 

better service from their government.  We will establish new performance standards, 

including streamlining applications, reducing wait times, and offering money-back 

guarantees.”) 

 

4. Live-in caregivers be considered in a continuum of options for caregiving.   
 

Specifically, we recommend that:  

i).    Any national strategies relative to caregivers, seniors or dementia should include the 

 possibility of live-in caregivers as an important aspect of a new health accord that 

 addresses home care.  Optimal quality of life is afforded seniors through Aging-in-Place 

 options. Retention in the family home as long as possible should be the cornerstone of all 

 government policies on senior care. We welcome the opportunity for input to these 

 strategies. 

ii)  A live-in caregiver component, as we have outlined, be acknowledged under the new 

 Health Accord consistent with the following commitment (“As an immediate 

 commitment, we will invest $3 billion, over the next four years, to deliver more and 

 better home care services for all Canadians. This includes more access to high quality in-

 home caregivers, financial supports for family care, and, when necessary, palliative care.”  

 (https://www.liberal.ca/realchange/a-new-health-accord/Liberal website: A New Health 

 Accord)  

 

 CONCLUSION  

These recommendations reflect changing needs in Canadian society with increased emphasis on 

senior care and embrace successful aspects of the previous Live-In Caregiver Program. We 

consulted agencies/resources with over three decades experience administering the pre-2014 LCP 

program. We share their opinion that some aspects of the present policy impede access and result 

in increased pressure on an already over-burdened, institutional care model by denying large 

numbers of needy applicants and creating considerable hardship. (Appendix A: “When 

Applications Fail: Marilyn’s Story”)   

Our recommendations are consistent with research that points to cost and quality of life benefits 

of keeping seniors in their homes as long as possible.   
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APPENDIX A 

When Applications Fail: Marilyn’s Story 

 

January 01, 2017. 

Let me introduce myself. I am a 61-year-old female senior with primary progressive multiple sclerosis. I 

am non-weight bearing and have been wheelchair-bound since 2004. As the disease has progressed, I've 

lost hand function, leg function, etc. and am now basically quadriplegic. Cognitively, I am still able to 

direct my care, participate on my Internet forum, read articles and evaluate what pertinent information I 

am receiving from said article. In other words, my head works, and nothing else. I am writing this 

document using a voice-recognition package called Dragon NaturallySpeaking. I used to type 60 w p.m., 

but now writing is an effort. Dragon NaturallySpeaking is very sensitive and makes a lot of typographical 

errors. 

 

Beginning in the year 2008, I was able to access the live-in caregiver program (now renamed), and the 

process was affordable, reasonably expedient and was a lifesaver. I live in a small community, with a very 

small labor pool. 40% of this community is over the age of 65, so the government can surely understand 

that you cannot hire people that don't exist. The unemployment rate is below 5%. I am a more physically 

demanding client, so the labor pool gravitates towards the easier companionship type jobs, particularly 

people who have been in the home support field for many years. They know how demanding all the 

bending is, the manual repositioning of my limbs, which are heavy dead weight. I have to delineate my 

condition in my advertisements because I discovered that if I did not describe myself as non-

weightbearing, people felt misled about the job description because of course they want to know what 

challenge they are taking on. The cold hard fact is that no one, even caregivers, are looking for someone 

who can't walk. My first caregiver stayed with me for four years on the live-in program, and is now 

happily employed and a Canadian citizen. She has thanked me for the opportunity to come to Canada, and 

I think she has made one great citizen. 

 

So, I have been forced to use my valuable and limited energy to advertise and advertise and advertise and 

advertise. And when I get the occasional application, 90% of the time people are simply after the training 

money. It's very easy to stand around when training, collect a paycheck and say sorry, the job is not for 

me. This happens over and over. I just waste money and my physical condition deteriorates as untrained 

people use me as a pincushion or a learning opportunity. Or the other lovely thing that happens is a man 

will answer the ad, commiserate with my condition, and say that he would be glad to move in and take 

care of me, maybe we would fall in love, and you do have a house, don't you? Each of these ads leaves 

me with a disturbed mental state. Then I find out that if you put your real postal code on craigslist or 

Kijiji Canada, it pinpoints your address. My house is the only house on the block with a ramp. I have had 

strangers show up and knock on the door. It scares me half to death to be hassled, either through e-mails 

or on location. Remember, I CAN'T WALK or defend myself from these threatening "applicants". The 

Canadian government is endangering my safety and well being with their inane policies. 

 

In all my years of using this program, not once, not ONCE, has someone complained that an overseas 

worker was stealing a Canadian live-in caregiver job. They have always agreed that Canadians are simply 

not into it. They have families and don't accept split shifts. Because I am severely disabled, I have a 

caseworker. She is agonizing, undergoing unbelievable stress as she listens to her clients explain they can 

no longer find caregivers to look after their disabled children. These children are being torn from their 

homes, being thrown into facilities, and frankly they won't survive. 

 

I just met with a young woman whose family used the live-in caregiver program for their severely 

nonverbal autistic son, and she was explaining how her father has now had to quit work to look after the 
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son as the mother deserted the family. What are the chances of a marriage surviving a severely disabled 

child? Answer: 5% 

 

I also consider this a feminist issue. More women than men develop MS, autoimmune conditions. As 

women lose their ability to be breadwinners, families disintegrate, without a double income they can (not) 

pay mortgages, and not surprisingly the divorce rate of people with MS is over 90%. So needlessly adding 

the stress of having to constantly exert energy towards finding reliable personnel, puts great pressure on 

marriages. And that is the other component of this debacle. The stress is totally created by governmental 

bureaucratic nonsense, the fix is so simple. Just put the program back to its original format. Or have a few 

governmental licensed agencies that have people screened and vetted and ready to hire. Allow the same 

path to permanent residency through this program. Keep the wages, affordable for the families. If the low 

income family cannot afford a caregiver, subsidize them. Day care is subsidized, why not disability? I call 

discrimination. Discrimination against the disabled. Discrimination against women. Discrimination 

against the elderly. 

 

The government axing this program is basically killing me. Right now I am in a facility (private pay), 

going broke, longing to be with my husband of 41 years. We have been separated by the circumstance of 

having no caregiver. He is going to be 70 years old, he was my primary caregiver for 20+ years and he is 

still able to assist me, particularly at night. 

 

Why doesn't the government do a simple poll and place some advertisements for a caregiver that wants to 

work split shifts, looking after a senior female nonweightbearing? Count the viable responses. Count the 

applications that are simply people complying with EI requirements. Count the number of people that 

have no experience but want "the chance to learn." My body is not a teaching tool. Maybe men should 

picture a catheter being inserted into their penis by an untrained high school dropout. That is basically 

what the government is asking me to do. Since there are no qualified applicants, I have been reduced to 

hiring untrained people and now I'm costing the medical system even more due to urinary tract infections. 

The first thing my doctor asked was: "did you just start with a new caregiver?". That one resulted in 

sepsis. I was in the hospital for days on IV antibiotics. Consistent caregivers reduce the incidence of falls, 

of infection, mental anguish, and the list goes on. What idiocy. 

 

I am posting all over Facebook how I am going to be choosing physician-assisted suicide rather than be 

forced from my marriage and home. All because the Canadian government closed down the vital live-in 

caregiver program. And I have a few other committed disabled people to help me make my Facebook post 

go viral.  

 

January 6
th
 - One of the questions I have for the Canadian government is whether they understand timing 

issues when trying to replace a caregiver. This time I am talking about hiring locally. First, you have to 

put out your advertisements on, say, Craigslist or Kijiji or Job Bank, etc. Then there is a response time for 

applicants to put in their applications. In my area takes usually about a week before I see the first 

application. If I can risk it, I wait and hope that there might be another application, so I have more than 

one option because let's face it, not everyone jives and one-on-one care is very intimate. You don't want 

to spend your day with someone you detest. But if no one else applies in say 3-4 days, you interview the 

one applicant. And if no one else has applied, depending on the critical nature of the situation, I may end 

up having to hire someone that I know will not be perhaps reliable, skilled, mentally stable! 

 

 What happened to me recently, is that someone gave me a good notice of 2 months. I peppered the web 

with advertisements, contacted nanny agencies, etc. Despite numerous venues and spending money for 

advertisements, and by November 16, I really only had one potentially viable candidate. I started training 

her, believing she had told me a truthful story. When I asked for her physician statement that she was 
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capable of doing this work, she could not produce it. This happens very frequently, particularly with 

retired nurses. They have old injuries and put me at risk, and threaten my WCB premiums. I am not 

supposed to hire people without this proof of ability. 

 

 So then I have one more candidate by November 23. I let go the one that is not physically healthy, and 

hire someone with HCA paperwork, food safe, etc. I train her at a cost of $1250 before I realize she 

cannot retain information, her memory is shot. And I wonder to myself, how do you test for this on the 

phone? You could people memory tests, I suppose, but frankly, this was my first experience with this 

issue. 

 

 So then I hire someone with no training at all, out of sheer desperation because they know that it is 

getting close to January 1, and no one, but no one can walk into this house and look after me. They don't 

know my body, what I tolerate physically, what I cannot, how I time medications etc. etc. I am complex 

care, not weight-bearing. I use a complicated wheelchair with sip and puff and they have to be trained on 

that chair or risk injury to them or to me. 

 

This person without training becomes overwhelmed and quits. By this time all the advertising is old and 

people figure the job is filled, so I stopped getting applications at all. I renew the advertising at a cost of 

more $. By December 10, I get what I consider to perhaps be the best candidate. But she can't train until 

after Christmas and would have to relocate, which takes time to organize. So I hire another underqualified 

candidate because I realize that if I do not have anyone by January 1, because I am basically quadriplegic, 

that I will be in a situation of suffering. My husband, soon to be 70 years old, helps as much as he can, but 

his joints ache as he was my primary caregiver for 15 years and it is not possible for him to be a full-time 

caregiver now without him himself collapsing. 

 

In 2015, I submitted three different LMIA's for the same person. When they would reject it, usually for 

inadequate advertising. They did not keep the thousand dollars for the rejected LMIA's, they just return 

them after a few weeks (which, of course, causes extreme worry when you are trying to hire staff. How 

many companies can wait 6 to 8 months for replacement workers? But when I got the top honcho of the 

LMIA department involved, I believe I got one of three LMIA's passed in Canada for that time of Stephen 

Harper's government. It took months, resubmission after resubmission, literally hundreds of hours on the 

phone to the government, going through acceleration after acceleration and me needing someone 

yesterday. The government can't possibly believe that people with high medical needs, or someone who's 

just had a car accident, can wait 6-8 months, if not more for some relief. So I paid the $1000, and 

unfortunately, the person I hired did not work out for a number of reasons, including misrepresentation of 

skills, etc. After 10 weeks of intense training (at a cost of $6000), I realized she had no aptitude for the 

job, and regretfully, even knowing that letting go of a dedicated visa was not, in my best interest, 

emotionally or pocketbook wise or staffing security wise. The heartbreak was intense that I had spent all 

this time and effort and then the person that I believed would be a good fit, turned out to be untrainable. 

 

 After my 2015 experience with the LMIA and the stress of trying to pass it, I felt so depleted/worn out/ I 

fell into what I would call a type of grief. MS has the known effect of causing chronic fatigue, we can to 

deteriorate with stress. To expect very ill people to navigate a very unfriendly governmental requirement 

list and to meet every expectation of that list with exactitude is asking a bit much. I think. Now the 

government expects me to pay Canadian nurses wages if I am hiring an overseas person that I use in the 

capacity of a nurse. In this region where I live, that means $19 an hour, guaranteed 32 hour week, things 

not often guaranteed to Canadians. $19 an hour is more than most people are taking home from Nurse 

Next Door. These are always trained individuals having Canadian training. It seems untenable for most 

families to find $51,000-$52,000 a year for one caregiver. 
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None of my caregivers thought it was a bad deal to come to Canada, work for two years, and be granted 

residency. They were happy to improve their situations. The prior live-in caregiver program was my only 

hope of having reliable staff it will commit to two years of one employer. Every Filipino I have talked to 

is very upset and sad that they have done this, closed the opportunity door. 

 

  January 7
th
 - I just got out of this facility today, not with the greatest circumstances, but if I stayed in that 

place, I would die. There is no one-on-one care, I cannot use a call button, etc. The room was filthy, the 

food was inedible, the first three days there was no hot water, they had a ceiling leak so these huge 

dehumidifiers running so loud that it sounded like an airport, then when I asked 2 attendants to assist in 

transferring me to bed when I did not have my own trained worker there, they hooked up sling in the 

wrong manner, and they would've dropped me if I had not been cognitively aware that they were doing it 

wrong. Then my Catheter got blocked and the staff nurse was completely unwilling to do anything until I 

demanded that she look at what was wrong, then it took her another three hours, after my further 

insistence for her to rectify the problem, a rather simple solution of saline flushing. I had to have my own 

workers with me, at a terrible cost $wise and emotional anxiety. 

 

January 9
th
 - The procedure for the suprapubic is still scheduled for tomorrow morning. Just before I went 

into this place, I stuck a very quick ad on usedVictoria.com when I started to realize there is no way I can 

use a call button. I cannot reach them because my arms don't move. So I thought it safer to have someone 

sleep with me overnight and it was a wise instinct. 

 

I had to sign up for 3 weeks of respite because I could not figure out how to hire and find staff from 

within the facility that had no Wi-Fi. Communicating became a trick, David transported the computer 

back and forth from the facility to get my e-mail, and let me answer any e-mail I got. I can just imagine 

how this would've worked on Salt Spring Island with a ferry every two hours. Impossible. So, as you 

know, there was no consistent governmental respite available except at Salt Spring Island. No wonder 

those beds always seem to be available. 

 

The first three days at this private pay facility, they had no hot water because the tank blew up. There are 

carpets on the floor with major stains when you move the furniture that covers them. Then they had a roof 

leak, and brought in massive dehumidifiers that were outside my room, making me feel like I was in an 

airport and had trouble sleeping because I have to leave the door open. I cannot use the call button, and 

with all that noise, I had to leave the door ajar and still I had to scream to get anyone to hear. Considering 

there is really only one person on my floor, they were often at the other end of the hallway and 

completely oblivious to the quadriplegic in room 103. It was very rare that anyone checked on the room, 

the food was for the most part so unappetizing, I could not eat the meals. I lost weight, something I was 

trying to avoid before this procedure. In fact, I wanted to bulk up and eat a lot of nutritional meals before 

this operation. Surely for $2000 a week they could provide something without dairy, and the sugar… 

Sugar in everything. 

 

Okay, so we all know that being in  facility requires some adaptability, you are not at home in your own 

environment. But to stay in this facility, I was required to wear an indwelling catheter. I don't like them, 

but having no choice, we had one inserted by my RN as the nurse at the facility seemed incredibly 

nervous about it, even though she stated she previously worked in urology. On Friday morning, my 

overnight urine bag was full of green slimy liquid stuff… I pointed this out to the nurse/Dir. of medical 

care, and she raised her eyebrows, said that does not look right and walked away. I drink 10 cups of water 

and still nothing is coming out. We flag the nurse again, who once again frowns, but offers no 

intervention. After another hour or so, we had to INSIST that she check out what was happening. The 

catheter was blocked (that green color indicates a blocked catheter a lot of the time). The nurse finally 

agreed to do a saline flush, which unblocked the catheter and the urine started to flow again. But that 
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night from around 10 PM-11 PM, I dumped 2 L of fluid. It had all gotten backed up, and then I went into 

a heavy sweating/fever, which I never have. Had to call my husband to bring some Cipro even though I 

did not think it would help me as I am now completely antibiotic resistant. For me a normal temperature 

trends around 36.1-36.3. My temperature went up to 37.5, my heart was beating at around 112 and I 

actually thought I was going septic. Quite frankly the attitude/insouciance/disregard for the blocked 

catheter makes me want to sue. As I left, I pointed out the fact that I did not feel safe there whatsoever, 

that the staff couldn't even understand the sling, and a blocked catheter is a serious thing. So not only does 

the government put me in danger by making advertise my home address and telling people I cannot walk, 

I am in danger in these incompetent private pay facilities. 

 

I confronted the nurse and asked why in the world when she saw this green fluid I had to pester her and 

pester her and become quite assertive that she check it out. That night I asked their 2 attendants to transfer 

me from wheelchair to bed. They had no idea how to hook up the sling! They did not go through the 

middle loops, and had I not been cognitively aware, they would've dropped me, the first time I asked for 

help from the facility instead of using my own workers. It is DANGEROUS in that facility. I don't 

understand how it can be open. 

 

I will not be refunded for my $4000, the remaining two weeks that I prepaid. But I will not reenter that 

building. I gather they have had a couple of failed health inspections, which they have supposedly 

remedied, but the RN that will be staying overnight with me was so appalled she could not believe the 

place was open. So I'm not the only pair of eyes that noticed the complete unsanitary conditions. The 

person that stayed with me overnight, a respite worker, didn't want to put her sleeping bag on the floor the 

carpet was so bad. Every time we emptied the urine bag at least two drops of urine somehow got on the 

carpet. I was there a week, one five-minute bathroom clean by their staff, no vacuuming, no offer of clean 

sheets even though I soaked them… My full-time caregiver asked for a periwash to be done on her day 

off. The bottle sat in the bathroom. The whole week I was there there was no offer of a shower. Had I not 

had some of my own people there, I believe I would've died because the nurse refused to be proactive. I 

had to be so assertive to get her to perform a saline flush, which turned out to be a rather minor fix. 

 

My full-time RN left complete instructions about my medications and the timing thereof, and not once did 

they manage to follow the timeline. They would miss the eight o'clock administration of what they called 

medication, which was my ACV 35% acetic acid tablets, but that is what is keeping me alive by 

controlling the Pseudomonas, keeping it 10-100 as shown by my last urinalysis. That a facility would skip 

clear instructions on when to administer my "drugs" is atrocious if not criminal. 

 

So this is what happens to people who cannot remain at home. Nobody knows what to do with me, they 

seem to be actually afraid of quadriplegics, unwilling to flush a blocked catheter or to help in any other 

way. If this is not some form of subtle discrimination, I don’t know what is.  I cannot provide a better 

description of what it feels like to be treated like an "it". When you have consistent caregivers, as I used 

to be able to do on the live-in caregiver program, all of this danger and stress wasn't in existence.  With 

the removal of that program, welcome to my nightmare at the Bates Respite Rathole. 

 

 Marilyn Bachmann 
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APPENDIX B 

Media articles reflecting a need to re-think elder care. 

 

Economics of Canadian Elder Care for Families August 2015 QCC blog 

http://ontario25.ca/economics-of-canadian-elder-care-for-families/ 

 

Uncovering Costs of Elder Care in Canada  March 2015  Close to Home Blog 

http://www.close-to-home.ca/blog/uncovering-the-cost-of-private-elder-care-in-canada/ 

 It’s time to rethink how our health care system treats seniors  June 2016, Calgary Herald 

http://calgaryherald.com/health/seniors/ganesh-its-time-to-rethink-how-our-health-care-

systems-treats-seniors 

Toronto’s Mt Sinai Hospital sets example for caring for elderly patients  December 2016, 

Globe and Mail 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/torontos-mount-sinai-hospital-sets-

example-for-caring-for-elderly-patients/article33419239/   

Rethinking Health Care for Canadian Seniors  a Place for Mom blog 

http://www.aplaceformom.com/blog/8-02-16-rethinking-health-care-for-canadian-

seniors/ 

 

 

APPENDIX C 

Media articles reflecting the shortage of skilled healthcare caregivers. 

 

Elder care is the new Child Care  January 2016, Globe and Mail 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/elder-care-is-the-new-child-care-

professor-says/article27989811/ 

Why Canada Needs More Personal Support Workers  TriOS College blog 

https://www.trios.com/career/?Section=WhyCanadaNeedsMorePersonalSupportWorkers  

Canada Suffering Nurse Shortage, though other countries have it worse May 2016 

Huffington Post http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2016/05/30/nurse-shortage-

canada_n_10208080.html  

Supply of nurses falls in Canada for first time in almost 20 years, report  June 2015 Globe 

and Mail 

http://license.icopyright.net/user/viewFreeUse.act?fuid=MjQzNzY4Nzg%3D  

BC nursing shortage a crisis, union says  December 2015 CBC News 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/b-c-nursing-shortage-crisis-

1.3354089 

http://ontario25.ca/economics-of-canadian-elder-care-for-families/
http://www.close-to-home.ca/blog/uncovering-the-cost-of-private-elder-care-in-canada/
http://calgaryherald.com/health/seniors/ganesh-its-time-to-rethink-how-our-health-care-systems-treats-seniors
http://calgaryherald.com/health/seniors/ganesh-its-time-to-rethink-how-our-health-care-systems-treats-seniors
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/torontos-mount-sinai-hospital-sets-example-for-caring-for-elderly-patients/article33419239/
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/torontos-mount-sinai-hospital-sets-example-for-caring-for-elderly-patients/article33419239/
http://www.aplaceformom.com/blog/8-02-16-rethinking-health-care-for-canadian-seniors/
http://www.aplaceformom.com/blog/8-02-16-rethinking-health-care-for-canadian-seniors/
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/elder-care-is-the-new-child-care-professor-says/article27989811/
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/elder-care-is-the-new-child-care-professor-says/article27989811/
https://www.trios.com/career/?Section=WhyCanadaNeedsMorePersonalSupportWorkers
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2016/05/30/nurse-shortage-canada_n_10208080.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2016/05/30/nurse-shortage-canada_n_10208080.html
http://license.icopyright.net/user/viewFreeUse.act?fuid=MjQzNzY4Nzg%3D
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/b-c-nursing-shortage-crisis-1.3354089
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/b-c-nursing-shortage-crisis-1.3354089
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APPENDIX D 

Roles and Responsibilities 

 

i. Regulated Recruitment Agency 

Recruitment Agencies be licensed and regulated by policies outlined by the federal 

government. This regulatory control is essential for seniors to have peace of mind that the 

agency through which they are contracting for a caregiver has the skills, professionalism 

and integrity to fulfill their contractual mandate and would go a long way towards 

controlling misuse of the program. The regulated agencies could perform the following 

duties: 

 public awareness of the a live-in caregiver option and how to apply 

 receiving  of applications from the client 

 personal relationship with the applicant throughout the process 

 assistance in accurate completion of documentation in a timely manner 

 exemplary quality of service to client 

 speed of service standards as established through policies governing the program 

 establishing an inventory of skilled workers to meet the range of client needs 

 providing caregiver resumes to assist in making selections 

 arranging for the  arrival and orientation of the caregiver 

 arranging for the orientation of the client to their roles and responsibilities, 

including keeping records of employment, timesheets and meeting payroll 

 monitoring the caregiver placement for contract compliance and potential for 

abuse 

 consulting with the client should need arise for contract changes  

 

ii) Employer 

The client (or advocate) employs the in-home caregiver.  The client may be frail, under 

stress or confused and may require assistance in form completion by having a third party 

as part of the contracting process. At times the actual contract may be with a third party 

(a family member, etc) on behalf of the client. The client or advocate will be responsible 

for: 

 initiating the contact with the Recruitment Agency to enter into the application 

process 

 working directly with the Recruitment Agency for completion of  documents 

 choosing, from options provided, an appropriate caregiver 

 becoming familiar and trained on all procedures related to payment and 

workplace management of the in-home caregiver 

 preparing adequate, approved  space for a Live-in caregiver 

 payment for economy transportation and first 3 months of healthcare 

 adherence to all aspects of the contract 

 Provide feedback to the Recruitment Agency on the placement(when a third 

party agency has been used) 

 make payroll on schedule 
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 meet Canadian labour standards codes and provincial labour standards 

 advise the Recruitment Agency or government  department (if appropriate) of 

any changes in personal or contractual needs 

 

iii) Federal government 

 identify the Ministry best-suited to take the lead on this program 

 regulate and approve Recruitment Agencies and establish policies 

 define policies and procedures governing the in-home caregiver program 

 design forms for client and caregiver applications 

 prepare and disseminate information for offshore recruiting/application 

 identify local federal offices where applications will be received and processed 

 approve the LMIA or waive LMIA requirements in areas of chronic shortage 

 issue work permits 

 facilitate changes in work permits when circumstances arise 

 receive and process applications for PR and family reunification 
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APPENDIX E 

BCSLC Policy Working Group on In-Home Caregiver Program Recommendations 

 

Judy Berg, Chair:  

SLCBC rep Kelowna-Lake Country EDA; (ret’d) - Regional Director, Public Affairs, 

Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC) (also Employment and Immigration 

Canada), Alberta/NWT Region; Regional Director, Public Affairs, Western Economic 

Development, BC/Alberta Region; Regional Director, Labour Market Operations, 

HRDC, Alberta/NWT Region. 

Elaine Olson:  

SLCBC rep Abbotsford EDA; President, Worldwide Nannies for 33 years 

Jean Lewandowski:  

SLCBC rep Vancouver Quadra EDA; (ret’d) Information Technology; executive 

SLCBC; Rep: Women Liberals Commission of BC; website management SLCBC. 

 

Third Party Advisors:  

Manuela Gruber Hersch; Director of the Association of  Caregivers and Nanny Agencies 

Canada (ACNA) and General Manager,  International Nannies and HomeCare Ltd. 

Marilyn Bachmann; 4 year former client of the Live-In Care Giver program; and 

unapproved applicant post-2014 on 3 submissions 

Ex-officio Working Group Member:   

Doug McDonald; Policy Chair BCSLC; Policy Chair NSLC 




